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2 rue Pierre Sémard 
02800 Charmes

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
MAGUIN’s Environmental Division offers a complete range of air pollution control solutions, tailored to our customers’ requirements and emission
standards.

The Glass Industry is facing ever harder regulation of pollutant emission limits. Classical technical solutions are now reaching their maximum capability
for meeting current and future requirements. The CERCAT® process has been developed as an option to meet glass manufacturers’ needs. The
effectiveness of this solution has been validated in trials in several plants.

Today, the CERCAT® technology has been chosen by major players in the field in several plants in Europe (float, tableware ...) Depending on your
exact requirements, MAGUIN can also offer classical solutions such as bag filters and electrostatic precipitators. 
The various solutions can include the following equipment:

 bag filter
 ceramic candle filter
 ceramic catalytic candle filter (CERCAT® Process)
 wet treatment
 electrostatic precipitator 
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